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Abstract� This research presents a new method for detecting network attacks based on
network tra�c signatures� The method emphasizes low�level analysis of network tra�c�
high e�ciency� real�time operation� and accurate identi�cation of attacks� Attack recogni�
tion is based on the analysis of TCP protocol �ags with respect to speci�c attacks and is
characterized by its simplicity�

Index Terms� Attack recognition� intrusion detection� attack signatures�

� Introduction

In recent years the growth of the Internet has resulted in unprecedented numbers of security

related incidents� Networking greatly complicates security because there are no well�de�ned

physical boundaries or static sets of users� It is generally recognized by security profes�

sionals that today�s heterogeneous computing environment makes it nearly impossible to

completely safeguard a system ��	�

Attacks against computers vary in both their intent and severity� Hackers perform relatively

harmless scans and probes to gather information which might later lead to a more serious

Denial of Service 
DoS� or root escalation attack where the attacker gains root privilege

and unlimited access to system resources ��	�
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Intrusion detection is one solution to the computer security problem� Intrusion detection


ID� is a branch of computer security that investigates attacks or violations of security

policies for a single system or an entire network ���	� Intrusion Detection takes one of

two main approaches to detecting intrusions� signature detection or anomaly detection�

Signature or rule�based Intrusion Detection takes one of two main approaches to detecting

a set of known patterns of attack behavior� similar to a virus scanner� Anomaly detection

tries to capture the normal machine state and compares new behavior against this baseline

to identify deviations from normal behavior ��	�

This paper presents a low�level strategy for detecting attack signatures developed from

low�level network tra�c� In Section � signatures are described� The target environment�

the model de�nition and the statistical approach to attack recognition are presented in

Section � Section � discusses experimental results� and Section � concludes the paper with

a summary�

� Attack Signatures

��� Current Research

Signature�based detection is by far the most common intrusion detection technique em�

ployed by both research and commercial Intrusion Detection Systems 
IDS�s� ��	� Implicit

in signature�based methods is a priori knowledge of attack patterns� In essence� a signature

is a rule that de�nes a recognized pattern whose content depends on the detection focus of

the IDS� In host�based systems� attack patterns are often created from system log data or

user behavior pro�les� Asax ��	 and Securenet ���	 are host�based systems that use these

types of signatures� Another type of host�based signature is created from program system

call sequences ��	� Network IDS�s screen network tra�c for known attacks detectable from

either packet sequences or packet content� Netprowler ���	� NFR ���	� and Bro ���	 are

three network IDS�s that utilize network tra�c signatures for network attack recognition�

��� Network Tra�c Signatures

In monitoring network tra�c� attack signatures can be captured based on either packet

distribution or packet contents� Packet distribution analysis examines the frequency and

sequences of the network packets as opposed to looking at the packet contents or pay�

load ���	� An example of a packet distribution signature is the number of Syn packets

�



received per second� which signi�es a possible Syn �ood attack �	� A packet�content sig�

nature is characterized by an embedded string� This may cause bu�er over�ows� e�g� an

IMAP bu�er over�ow attack ���	� In distribution analysis� it is su�cient to analyze just the

packet headers� This translates into a fast and e�cient analysis� Content packet analysis

is more thorough� but slower� so that typically only certain types of network tra�c are

examined ���	�

��� Protocol Characteristics for Signature Creation

In packet distribution analysis� we examine network tra�c features as indications of po�

tential attacks� The Internet Protocol 
IP� is the most widely used network layer protocol�

IP provides an unreliable� connection less packet delivery service ��	� One characteristic of

IP tra�c important for detecting malicious tra�c is packet fragmentation� Packet frag�

mentation occurs when packets enter a network segment that has a maximum transmission

unit 
MTU� that is too small to carry the packet �	� This results in the packet being

fragmented into a number of packets� each delivered separately� with the destination ma�

chine being responsible for packet reconstruction� Attackers often use fragmentation in an

attempt to crash machines� and avoid detection by routers that �lter tra�c� This creates

a large number of fragments that are easily detected �	�

The Transmission Control Protocol 
TCP� is the most popular transport layer protocol

and provides reliable communication to applications that need delivery guarantees ��	� To

coordinate the connection between two machines� six control �ags are used� i�e� Syn� Push�

Ack� Fin� Reset� and Urgent� The Syn �ag is sent to initiate� and Fin is sent to terminate

the connection� The Push and Ack �ags coordinate data sent between two machines� A

Reset �ag is sent when unexpected events occur� such as hardware or software failures�

and the connection must be reset� Finally� the Urgent �ag causes data to be processed

immediately ��	� TCP uses what is called a three�way handshake to set up the connection�

A host A initiates a connection with a host B by sending a packet with the Syn �ag set�

Next� host B sends back a packet with the Syn�Ack �ags set� acknowledging the �rst Syn

packet� Now� host A sends a packet with the Ack �ag set� At this point a TCP connection

is established� The TCP connection terminates in a similar fashion�

Attackers exploit wait states in the TCP protocol by tying up resources on a victimmachine

by opening many incomplete connections� i�e� never sending back Ack packets that complete

the connection establishment or termination ��	� Large numbers of Syn or Fin packets are

strong indications of these attacks�





� Attack Recognition Approach

��� Network Attack Recognition

This research uses signature�based identi�cation of network intrusions� What distinguishes

the approach from most other network IDS�s is the emphasis on e�ciency� low�level mea�

surement� and the focused attack scope� E�ciency is achieved by measuring the minimal

amount of information for attack recognition� i�e� the packet header� The method is further

characterized by its simple statistical attack recognition test�

��� Target Architecture

Our target system is a single networked computer operating in a standard user environment�

We view such an environment as a typical desktop computer� operated mostly by single in�

dividuals� Characteristics of such systems are powerful computing capabilities� low resource

utilization� and a limited number of applications� Our focus is on the Linux operating sys�

tem� This environment allows for the development of a very low�level approach to attack

recognition� The network detection component is consistent with the overall goal of our

research� to develop simple� e�cient detection methods that achieve high accuracy in iden�

tifying speci�c attacks� A high�level view of the network attack recognition environment is

presented in Figure ��

LANNetwork Unit
Operating System

(Critical Functionalities}

Figure �� Network Environment

��� Model De�nition

As previously mentioned� TCP tra�c exhibits certain patterns that can be measured to

distinguish normal from attack tra�c� Signatures are based on frequencies of speci�c at�

tributes� The attributes considered are a subset of the TCP control �ags� i�e� Syn� Fin� and
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Reset� as well as the number of fragmented packets� The total number of attributes is n�

e�g� in our case n � ��

The attack recognition is based on comparisons of signatures to the network pro�le at run�

time� A pro�le is de�ned as a vector P � 
f
�
� f

�
� ���� fn�� where fi represents the frequency

of the ith attribute� � � i � n� Frequencies fi in P are in one�to�one correspondence with

the attributes considered�

Rather than relating pro�les to time� in this research it is more bene�cial to relate the

pro�les to the total number of attributes counted� Therefore we de�ne the size Z of a

pro�le as the summation of the frequencies of the individual attributes� i�e�

Z �
nX

i��

fi�

It should be noted that Z is not necessarily equal to the number of packets� since a single

packet may a�ect several attributes�

We view an attack as a deliberate e�ort to exploit vulnerabilities of a speci�c protocol�

Speci�c attacks will be denoted by Ai� We assume that each individual attack� such as a

Syn scan� produces a distinct set of frequencies in a pro�le� This pro�le is distinct and di�ers

noticeably from normal tra�c pro�les� An attack pro�le captured in a clean environment�

e�g� an isolated network� is saved as a signature� Therefore� a signature of a speci�c Ai is

de�ned as a vector Si � 
f
�
� f

�
� ���� fn�� Since fj represents frequencies of pro�les P and Si�

we will use superscripts in order to di�erentiate the association of fj� i�e� f
P
j and fSi

j are

the jth frequencies of P and Si respectively�

��� Attack Signature Generation

In creating the attack signatures� our goal was to capture each attack in its purest form

without the presence of outside noise� Thus� we isolated two Linux Pentium III machines

and set them up as attacker and victim systems� Two well�known attack suites� toast ��	

and nmap ��	 were used to create the attack signatures� Whereas the general environment

in which signatures are collected is identical to that described in ���	� it should be noted

that the information selected� i�e� the signatures� are of a fundamentally di�erent nature�

Network tra�c was captured in an o��line process by running tcpdump ���	� a packet

capture tool� on the victim machine� Attacks were selected from toast and nmap that

targeted the TCP network protocol�
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To create an attack signature� the attributes discussed in the previous subsection were

measured� The size of the pro�le� Z� is important for later identi�cation of attacks� If Z is

chosen too large� the attack signature will be obscured by normal network tra�c� On the

other hand� if Z is chosen too small� a high false positive rate has been observed� due to

the fact that the pro�le was not large enough to capture the characteristics of attacks�

Analysis of the attack network tra�c for the attacks considered resulted in attribute counts

of approximately ��� to ����� Whereas Z is a tunable parameter� experience has shown

that Z � ��� is a reasonable choice�

��� Statistical Comparison

If attacks were run under the ideal conditions that existed during the attack signature

generation� then attack identi�cation would be just a simple comparison between a signature

Si and the pro�le P� However� the host computer is connected to the world via a network

that handles many types of normal tra�c� As such� there is a need for a method to

recognize attacks in such noisy environment� Speci�cally� we consider the proportions

of attributes of the signature and the current pro�le� i�e� the relationship between fS
i

and fP
i � We also require that the comparison method be e�cient� so the comparison can

be performed in real�time� We identi�ed the Chi�square test ��	 as a suitable statistical

comparison technique� The Chi�square test measures the di�erence between proportions in

two independent samples�

The signature and the pro�le can be laid out in a two�by�two contingency table to illustrate

the concept� For our case� an example contingency table for the Syn �ag attribute of the

misfrag attack is presented in Figure �� Recall that the Z is the size of the pro�le� A

represents the frequency of Syn �ags in the misfrag signature and B � Z �A� The second

row of the �gure is with reference to the current pro�le� C represents the frequency of Syn

�ags in the current pro�le and D � Z � C� Furthermore� N � �Z and is the combined

count of the signature and the pro�le� The Chi�square test is computed by the following

formula�

��
A�C� � N
AD �BC���
A�B�
C �D�
A � C�
B �D��

��
A�C� is compared against a threshold value from a standard Chi�square distribution

table with one degree of freedom� The degree of freedom is associated with the number of
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Figure �� Two�by�Two Contingency Table

parameters that can vary in a statistical model� A signi�cance level of ���� was selected�

This means that ��� of the time we expect ��
A�C� to be less than or equal to ��� ��	�

Chi�square values greater than ��� provide evidence of a real di�erence between the pro�le

and the attack signature�

The Chi�square value is computed separately for each attribute of attack signatures� An

attack can be recognized when for each attribute of its signature� the result of the Chi�

square test is below ���� If any one attribute has a Chi�square value greater than ���� the

attack does not match�

We can now formally state the above matching rules� Let � be the Chi�square threshold

value ���� Given P and Sk�

�i� � � i � n� ��
fSk
i � fP

i � � � � Ak is possible 
��

�i� � � i � n� ��
fSk
i � fP

i � � � � Ak is not possible 
��

Under our model� and with the realistic expectation of noise in detecting attack signatures

in mixed tra�c� false positives and false negatives are possible� A false positive for a single

Sk is de�ned as the probability

Pr

�
nY

i��

��
fSk
i � fP

i � � � j no attack

�
�

A false negative for Ak occurs when the data in the pro�le is distorted� and therefore Sk
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cannot be detected� For a speci�c Sk� this is de�ned as

Pr

�
nY

i��

��
fSk
i � fP

i � � � j Ak

�
�

� Experimental Results

��� Empirical Data

To test the e�ectiveness of the attack recognition method and identify potential false posi�

tives� network tra�c with embedded attacks was observed� The experimental environment�

consisted of concurrently running a web browser� telnet� and ftp session on the victim ma�

chine� while the machine was subjected to speci�c attacks� Embedded attacks included�

nmapsS 
a syn scan�� gewse 
a port �ooder�� syndrop 
a fragment attack�� and nmapsF 
a

Fin scan��

Pro�le P Syn Fin Reset Fragment Signature Si

nmapsS� ��� ��� ��� ��� nmapsS
nmapsF� ��� �� �� ��� nmapsS
syndrop� ��� ��� ��� ��� syndrop
gewse�� ��� ��� ��� ��� gewse�
Normal ��� ��� ��� ��� gewse�

Table �� Minimum Chi�square Values for Embedded Attacks and Normal Sessions

Table � shows the results of a typical attack recognition experiment� The �rst column

indicates the pro�le P� which has the named attack embedded� Now the Chi�square values

are shown for the Syn� Fin� Reset and Fragment attributes� as they were computed from

pro�le P and attack signatures Si� shown in the last column� Thus� the attribute entries

show ��
fSi
j � fP

j ��

As can be seen from Table �� all of the embedded attacks were correctly identi�ed� The

Chi�square values were either zero or very small� far below the threshold value of ���� Of

special interest is the last row of the table� where the pro�le did not contain an attack� It

should be noted that among all attacks� gewse� was the attack that came closest to a match�

The high Chi�square value indicates the absence of the gewse� attack signature� Actually�

�In the current implementation� the network data is analyzed o��line�
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this value was the lowest Chi�square value observed within a large sample of pro�les in the

absence of attack�

��� Discussion

Results from the initial testing show that the proposed method� based on generation of net�

work attack signatures� shows promise� While more thorough testing is needed� preliminary

results showed accurate attack identi�cation when attacks were embedded in �noisy� traf�

�c� So far� we have not managed to produce false positives in the laboratory environment�

however� we have yet to conduct extensive �eld testing�

� Conclusions

This research presents an e�cient method for attack recognition based on attack signatures�

which is characterized by its simplicity and its real�time potential� The method described

has proven to be successful in recognizing speci�c attacks based on statistical analysis of

TCP protocol attributes� The intent of the approach is to detect speci�c attacks that

exploit network protocol vulnerabilities� and not to provide general intrusion detection�

Preliminary testing was promising� in that attacks embedded in normal data were accurately

identi�ed with no false positives�
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